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Bullet points for Sept. 1, 2016
Lori Moore Show appearance

• Lori's producer has images ready to roll for the Washington Monthly (Cover)
If you want to talk about that. http://wmich.edu/news/2016/08/34557

• She also has image from the Valley Dining Center. The open house will be going on at about the time Lori's show is broadcast (3 pm), but the opportunity to come out and tour the facility will last until 6 p.m.

• Lori also wants to talk about CommUniverCity (Sept. 10 vs. N. Caroline Central) and your work on campus over the years, and, of course your retirement announcement.

She also threw in an "anything else new on campus" phrase. If time permits your conversation to go that far, here are a couple of items.

• Consumer's Power has just activated a solar garden on our engineering campus, and we'll be holding a ribbon cutting on Friday, Sept. 16. The partnership comes with research opportunities for students as well as training capabilities and the chance to help showcase solar power for K-12 students and others.

• Just celebrated the 50th anniversary of behavior analysis as a focus for our Department of Psychology. On Sept. 16, the newest outcome of that program and resource for the community will open. It's the Kalamazoo Autism Center, which will have space for up to 40 clients.